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Banishing Fascism
What is this
This entry in our Community Grimoire is a collection of ritual suggestions to aide in your
magical activism. This is a work in progress that we intend to edit and morph over time. We
will focus on spells and methods that can easily be adapted into either defensive or
offensive magic. Our intent is to empower you to harness the energy of social movements &
demonstrations that you are part of. Our emphatic take on this is simple. Don’t draw upon
the energy of the work of others if you aren’t contributing to it’s success and momentum;
especially if you hold privilege and power over those for whom the movement is for. These
suggestions can also be used to harness energy of political events/elections. We will also
provide suggestions to effectively channel that energy into a banishment of fascism and
other expressions of kyriarchy. This is a living resource, we are not the experts on your
altar or how to wield your magic. Nor do we believe any one witch is an expert in the
practice of magic outside of their own experience.*
* An exception could be those who practice within the traditions of their own culture
where specific taboos and protocols exist. Studying and practicing traditions of
cultures outside of your own doesn’t count. No matter how skilled you consider
yourself, you can never speak with authority of a culture outside of your own without
compromising the sovereignty of those you speak over. This will always diminish your
work and intended impact, no matter how powerful you perceive yourself or your work
to be. We don’t believe that anyone outside of a culture can successfully or responsibly
wield the full power of those rituals and traditions because there will always be
context taken for granted by privilege or unknowable without direct and embodied
experience regardless of invitation. You are, at best, a guest in someone else’s home
and it is important to act like one. Otherwise you are an intruder and will be treated
like one by the spirits of that home. This is an especially important point to integrate
for anyone who benefits from the systemic oppression of folx who are forcibly
marginalized.
In that spirit, what follows is the outline of three phases of banishment work: Preparation,
Casting, Aftercare. Each of these outlines will include important steps to safely fulfilling
each phase and our suggestions on methods, ingredients, and resources to help you build a
ritual that honors your skillset and comfort levels. Remember, bigger isn’t always better,
public ritual isn’t always the most effective, and sometimes the most powerful spells are
the ones we cast in the silence of our intimate relationships with the divine. Our work
doesn’t need validation outside of our relationships with the spirits who work them
through us.
If you choose to perform public rituals of magical activism and radical rituals in support of
cultural shifts, remember to keep the most potent elements of those rituals a complete
secret. The more someone knows about the spells you cast, the more ways they have to
access and subvert the effects of your ritual. If you believe that you are more “powerful”
then that, you have already compromised your spell just as arrogance has already
compromised your character. Step back, reassess, and begin again. No one is above
reproach, accountability, or justice.
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A few notes in regards to offensive magic. Remember that magic cast in desperation often
yields desperate results. This isn’t to say that magic as a first or even last resort during
times of chaos and crisis isn’t effective, nor are we suggesting that you should refrain from
casting while emotionally charged. What we are saying is to do your best to remain focused
and deliberate with your casting; especially when going on the offense. Channel your rage
and harness your emotions; you can braid them into a power cord or even tie their energy
into knots to untie and use at a later date. Also, we have found that the most successful
spells of defense and offense are those that target, draw upon, and expedite the
consequences of circumstances already at play. Specifically, target the weaknesses and
vulnerabilities inherent in the circumstances of the intended target of your workings
(existing health concerns, life circumstances, failings of character, court cases, etc.)
Why is This
We are intentionally publishing this e-zine on the evening of the 2020 presidential election
while the energy and the focus of the beast of Fascism is distracted. On the wave of the
Samhain Full Moon and in the echoing threshold of the Witches New Year we empower this
spell and share it with you. Why now and why this? We have received countless messages
about what can be done at this time from a magical stand point. Our response has always
been to turn your resources and altars in support of what is and has already been
happening in the larger movements of Black Liberation, Indigenous Sovereignty, and
Ecological Accountability. There is countless work being done to dismantle fascism and
kyriarchy and in support of radically progressive global cultural shifts. Our stance has and
will always be #altarsupwitches …
In regards to voting, it is your choice to vote. It’s a choice many people don’t have due to
systemic, racist, voter suppression. We believe too many people rely too heavily on this
inherently flawed and racist tool to effect systemic changes. Still we acknowledge that for
some it is the only thing they are reasonable able to do in support of cultural shifts.
However, be wise witches. Be more cunning then the illusions of Democracy and the
distractive tools of Fascism. We strongly believe, as Regan De Loggans (IG :
@phaggot.planet ) writes, that voting on stolen and colonized lands only perpetuates
fascism by enabling social grooming and systems rooted in settler/colonial/assimilative
white supremacy. If you are called to vote, vote. However make no mistake, it is not an act
that will elicit the changes needed. It is another weapon used to dominate and compromise
the sovereignty of Indigenous & Black people and communities made most vulnerable
under kyriarchy.
If you vote, we ask you to objectively realize that voting is literally the least effective tool at
our disposal in support of the cultural shifts that are needed. Don’t be glamour’d by the
hype surrounding political elections, keep going and keep those altars strong. Abolition of
Kyriarchy is the primary and most effective goal of any workings of radical witchery;
regardless of what form your work takes.
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How to use this.
Throughout this document you will find easily modified tips and our suggestions for best
practices, all for your consideration. Modify as you desire to suit your skills and comfort
level. These suggestions can also be adapted into either defensive or offensive witching
Things you’ll find here are ideas on how to:
· Empower your altars, petition spirits, and raise energy in the casting of defensive
magic; in the forms of cord cutting, cloaking/warding, binding, and banishing.
· How to harness politically charged energy from protests, demonstrations, and
other events such as elections; channeling this energy into fuel for spells
· Protection and clearing rituals for yourself, home, and energy before, during and
after defensive magic.
· Practical suggestions on cord cutting, binding, and banishment technique
· Safely casting volatile spells, how to “feed” them once they’ve been cast, and
disposing of these spells once they have run their course
· After care recommendations to aide your aftercare following the initial casting and
to fortify you following subsequent “feedings.”
o Just as our relationships need tending, so do certain ritual workings; even
if they have already been cast. Banishments, bindings, and offensive magic
are high energy spells and can require the attention of our helping spirits
long after we have released the container for their casting. This is especially
true for spells that address an ongoing issue. For us feeding a spell literally
means intentionally thanking and nourishing your altars and the spirits you
work with for their continued attention to the sustained intent or inevitable
outcome of the spell. This will be most important for offensive spells. Though
it is possible for spells of this nature to be a one and done, but if you start to
sense the energy that was addressed by the spell, best to feed the altars and
spirits.
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Steps to Prepare:
The following are reflections on defensive magic. Here you will find our best practice
recommendations for safely and responsibly engaging this level of witchery. We encourage
you to modify and expand upon these suggestions as you will, remember to always work
within your skill sets and comfort level while gently pushing the boundaries of your
spiritual capacity
· Pray & center yourself. It is helpful to begin preparing for any workings by
calling yourself back into a present relationship with yourself, your magic, and your
altar; to the best of your ability. Pray in fortifying your boundaries and establishing
a more differentiated container for your energy.
· Petition the helping spirits and make offerings to them in gratitude for their
support. Get everyone on the same page; feed them and tend to their altars. They
will begin fortifying your protections and conspiring towards the success of your
spells ahead of your castings. You want this support. If you aren’t sure what spirits
you should petition, we recommend working with the Elemental beings, your
ancestors, and any culturally specific spirits that mediate and serve justice.
· Prepare your ritual space, physically & spiritually; including self and home.
Cleanse and protect your body, your home and your ritual space. Set wards of
protection around your home and reinforce your sovereignty by cutting cords with
people places circumstances and things that wouldn’t assist the work or that would
distract or compromise from the work. You will also want to clear these and any
other wards after your banishment works is complete and replace them with new
wards. Wards can be sigils, bundles of herbs, mixtures of spelled salt and ash
· A simple cord cutting process. Imagine the cords you wish to cut as energetic
threads. Intend for them to burn away in a cool and nourishing flame. Repeat this
charm as you do, as many times as you need in order to affirm the release of those
threads.
o "I cancel, release, and clear all bindings, contracts, oaths, agreements to this
relationship rooted in unbalanced power dynamics. I release all toxic patterns and
false beliefs sourced from this relationship, spoken and unspoken, known and
unknown. I declare this through all time, space, and dimensions. Through all
permeations, iterations, mirror universes, and all alternate and phantom fields. I
close any back-doors or loop-holes. I choose to call back and receive my full
power, agency, sovereignty, and magic. And so it is.”
o We also have a Cord Cutting Spell on our Instagram @thelivingaltar
· Shielding, & Cloaking provide additional deeper layers of protection for you
during this work. If you haven’t yet, follow @opulentwitch and @wildhearthealing
do yourselves a favor, they have many free e-zines on topics like protection, cord
cutting, and ritual/spell aftercare.
o Shielding – this is the process of surrounding yourself with a defensive
barrier, think of it as literal psychic armor. Our recommendation is to work
with the defensive magic of the natural elements. Envision that you are
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surrounded by the elements of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water. Intend that they
form a living eco-system around you; contain this ecosystem in a prayer of
protection like a terrarium. Surround this terrarium with the guardianship of
your ancestors and any helping spirits with whom you work; invoke their
warrior nature.
o Cloaking – this is literally like it sounds. It is the act of becoming invisible
in order to be undetectable in your workings. It’s magical “stealth mode.” We
recommend adding a little “bounce back” to your cloaking. Once you have
your “terrarium shield” up and activated with your helping spirits around
you, summon a sphere of outward facing mirrors to encircle you all. This is a
common psychic protection technique that aids in cloaking because it both
prevents outside energy from observing anything but themselves as you pass
but also bouncing any of their energy back to them. A suggestion by
@wildhearthealing and Kiki is to invoke a tiny living flame at the center of
each mirror to burn away any hooks or threads that might attempt to cord to
you. You can also add as many layers of flaming mirrors as you need. Be
mindful to take them each down once the work is done.
o Wards – you can also add additional wards/symbols/sigils to your
terrarium & cloak & perimeter to further empower your protection.
· Gather your supplies, tend to all of your existing altars, and build your altar
for the work. This can feel like a tedious step, but please don’t skip it. It goes along
with the very first preparation steps of prayer and petition. We want to be sure that
our relationship with the spirits who intercede on our behalf is as strong and solid
as it can be before any working really. The more energetically taxing the more you
will need to lean into and draw upon those relationships. We also believe in being
prepared so that you can truly surrender to the ecstatic improve of ritual. Gather the
tools and ingredients you think you will need just to have them at the ready. We
don’t often need as much as we think we do and not every ingredient will consent to
participating in a ritual or spell. It’s best to stick to just a few principle ingredients.
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Considerations for Binding, Banishment, & Power Stripping (Staff Breaking)
The following are reflections on offensive magic. Here you will find our recommendations
and best practice considerations for Banishments, Bindings, & Power Stripping (Staff
Breaking) Spells. Again, you will want to reflect on these offerings and build your own
rituals. Each of these spells can be worked with through the use of poppets, effigies, braids,
knots, jars… the possibilities are endless. Depending on what modality you choose, you will
need to gather the appropriate ingredients.
•

•

•
•

Revisit the preparation steps above if you are working any of the following rituals
at a separate time. Regardless, continue to check your sovereignty, boundaries, and
protections throughout the following rituals.
Cord cutting is a very effective form of power stripping and banishment. It
literally cuts others off from drawing power from you. If a cord cutting will suffice
then do a cord cutting. Do clearings for yourself before, throughout, and after this
process. An important thing to be aware of is how we are connected to the systems
that are propping up the power of those whose staff we are seeking to break. This
can involve cutting cords with white supremacy, ableism, transphobia, classism, etc.
and working to get clear on how we are both upholding these systems through
complicity as well as how we have internalized the messages of these systems in a
way that causes self-perpetuated harm. Cut cords with these
messages/narratives/systems. Cut cords with your connection to the staff/the
position of power, as well as between yourself and the person in power. This will
help your discernment.
Remember to reinforce your protection & intentions throughout working.
What is Binding – binding is a word to describe a variety of processes that seek to
contain the energy of a person/thing/circumstance and prevent them from having
any impact of consequence on others. Binding can be worked by:
o Braiding & Knotting - the binding can be made by braiding with ribbon,
rope, fabric that has been charged with your intentions. Using materials that
belong to or represent the intended target is ideal; these can be symbolic
items as well (a flag, uniform, signature style, etc.) Similarly you can tie knots
into fabric or braids that have been made with the intention of binding. A
traditional color for binding is black.
o Poppets & Effigies - you can also make a surrogate of the intended target.
Make bundles that amplify and embody your intentions and sew those into
the poppet/effigy. You can work with this poppet/effigy as a stand in for the
target and inflict the necessary magic upon it (including literally binding it to
itself and/or to an object that is then enacted upon.)
§ Surrogates can be burned, drowned, buried. Our preferred is burning
and then scattering the ashes as it quickens the spell and effectively
completes and releases the spell.
o Nails & Jars – you can effectively bind and banish in one swoop by
envisioning or literally placing an effigy of a person in a sealed jar (adding
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•

additional ingredients as relevant to your intentions) or by nailing the effigy
to a dead tree (literally or in your imagination.)
What is Banishing – banishing is the ritual of casting a person/entity/circumstance
out of your life by force. It is a helpful and healthy hard boundary that is often
marked by consequences to the banished if they attempt to act against the
banishment (they needn’t be conscious of the banishment.) Banishments, like any
boundary must be tended to. You can modify your bindings to include banishment
and visa versa. Below are some suggestions for banishment.

Banishment Lite
•

•

•
•

•
•

For me banishment lite is a way to have my ancestors and spirits step in. I take it to this
next step when I have continued to do cord cutting and say the psychic attack is getting
worse, the energy is intensifying, or becomes more oppressive. Next you will perform a
banishment light!
his is where you will need to ask your ancestors/spirits what their drink of choice is for
banishments- this could be liquor of their choosing, pomegranate juice, coffee.
Whatever it is get them to your best of your ability what they want.
Write down on a piece of paper that which you are banishing-it could be a person,
system, role, etc.
Invoke the elemental spirit of fire and burn the piece of paper, ask fire to assist. Take
the ash and place the ash into a chalice or ceremonial cup. Next pour the drink of choice
into the cup.
optional: you can cover the ash in banishment oil before the drink goes in
place the chalice on your ancestor altar.

Banishment Lite 2.0
•

•

The next step of banishment for me is working with the spirits of the cemetery I
work with. You will want to have a relationship with the spirits and have had been
making offerings to them over time before performing a banishment in this way,
that way you have cultivated trust with one another.
Here is where you might bury items belonging to the intended target – An article of
clothing, an effigy/poppet (magical likeness of intended target which stands in for
the actual person,) etc.
Power Stripping
(Reflections on Staff Breaking: Compiled the Witches Temple)

•

Rituals of staff breaking & banishment are the revoking consent. For each it is
important that we begin by stating clearly we do not consent to the false power
wielded over us by elected officials and heads of state. This is also true as well for
community leaders and organizers we assign authority to who have violated and
refuse to attend to accountable repair. In this work, we are embodying the role of
Witch As Sovereign and speak with authority as a voice of community.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Breaking the staff of a lineage of false power. When breaking the staff of an
elected official, we are drawing energy from every election and every administration
that has occupied power within that position. This means we are tapping into the
histories of genocide, slavery, and brutality that gave rise to and sustain kyriarchal
imperialism these offices represent. Stripping the power of these offices through
staff breaking will also shatter the pillars of those systems within us and our
communities. Be aware of your relationship to these seats of false power and your
proximity to the oppressive privileges they bestow. The ways we contribute to harm
(knowingly or unknowingly) by perpetuate oppression through these privileges will
reveal themselves and require our accountability. Act with integrity and
responsibility in this shattering least your character also become brittle and
crumble.
We recommend charging an actual wood staff. Staves are symbols of authority
and power, breaking them is a form of symbolic magic that translates to the
stripping of power from the staff and the one who holds it; and potentially the
position as well.
Building a banishment oil/incense. You can first blend and bless an incense and
add this to cure in an oil if you want. Oils take a while to cure so you will want to
make them in advanced. You can work with incense right away, though it is helpful
to cure them on your altar as well. We recommend at least one lunar cycle. Burning
the herbs can amplify their potency in the spell.
Feed The Staff Spell. One way to do this is to write prayers and burn them, gather
the ash and blend with banishing herbs and blessed oils. Use this oil to bless candles
and burn these candles during and after the main rituals are complete. You can also
substitute candles for the staff; burning them symbolizes the breaking of the staff.
Remember to imbue the staff with energy of the intended target. You can carve
their name in the staff, attach pictures of this person. Make a poppet of the person
and tie to the staff. Anoint the staff with the oil and ash.
o Cut cords with the person in power and with community. Break the power
they have over people. In this, we are speaking with the authority we hold as
a member of community.
o You also will want to include protections for those who are bound in the
systems. Incarcerated folks, immigrants and migrants who are held in
detention and who also rely on the system to support their process of
documentation, for all those who are tied up in these systems, we need to call
in protections for them if we are to release a curse on these seats of power.
o After cutting cords between the person in power and community, cut cords
between this person and the seat of power, then you can bind them to
themselves (see above for recommendations.)
o It’s important that we isolate them completely before binding them to
themselves, so that no others are bound up to them, and so that they are not
bound to the seat of power. This way, they will be rendered impotent and
immobile.
Activate the Staff. Invoke the authority of the seat of power. Push their energy out,
banish it from the seat of power. Spiritually exile this person. Push them through the
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•

•

•

veil and exile them to a place in the void where abusers of power go. An empty place
where they are faced with the enormity of their deeds.
o Envision their name being nailed to a dead tree in this realm.
Physically break the staff you’ve been tending. In breaking the staff, you are
breaking the staff of the person as well as the staff of the power of their position.
Break this staff as near as you can to the seat of power—(eg: the white house, city
hall, state capitol building, etc.)
o Once you have broken the staff, leave the broken pieces in the place of power,
or burn them.
o If you can’t physically access the seat of power, then you can also go to it
psychically and burn the staff instead.
You can now close the prayer that has been opened for the duration. Before and
after you do so, cut cords with the work, do cleanses for yourself, continue to feed
your spirits well throughout and after the spell as it integrates. Powerdown your
shields and cloaks - allow yourself to take a few days to return to yourself and
replenish yourself.
Be sure to close any portals opened to empower your rituals. Thank and feed the
spirits, power down your spell. Reset your wards and cleanse your home and self.
See “After Care”.
Considerations for Hexing and other “Next Steps:”

Give yourself the grace of understanding for the need for survival and safety. There is no
ethical consumption under capitalism. We benefit from and rely on these systems in
varying ways not always because we consent to, but because these systems force us to
work within them in order to survive.
Remember that curses have consequences. No need to moralize, but understand and go in
with recognition that cursing will exact a cost. The cost will depend on your cosmology and
the spirits you work with. You will need to be accountable to this. Ask yourself what kind of
outcome you are seeking with the curse, and what sense you have about what kind of fuel
would be required to attain that outcome. Are you resourced in a way that supports further
action? The more conflicted you are about casting the curse, the more likely it is that you
will face a deeper consequence.
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Steps for After Care Following Ritual
•

•

•

•

•

•

First, make sure you have cut cords with the spell and the work. This is something that
I often forget to do because this work requires us to be extremely present with the
work and there can be a tend to want to keep ‘looking’ at it or monitoring the spell.
The best thing we can do is cut cords with the ritual and the work and come back to
ourselves.
Make sure you are feeding your spirits post-work, give them something extra special
post ritual and make sure your are continuing to feed them everyday with their
regular asks.
Sit at your altar, with a dagger, selenite wands, sword fern, or your hand pass it
through your energy field in a sweeping motion and say:
o “I cut all cords and tendrils between myself and this ritual/spell, I command
separation between myself and this work, and I call all my energy home to me
from this work. I ask for clear separation and I release this work fully.”
You can imagine there being space between you and the ritual, and with your hands
pull the energy apart sending any remnants of energy from the ritual to the center
focal point of the work. Continue to run your hands (or tool) over and around your
head and energy, especially your heart and solar plexus and parse out the energy.
Fill yourself with your essence, sovereignty, and power. Imagine your essence/energy
as a color or texture and see it filling your entire energy field. Imagine it expanding
beyond your body and allow your energy to become big.
Here is a guided visualization to do:
https://soundcloud.com/user-247784872/commitment-to-self-magic

•
•

You can take a post-ritual protection + clearing bath. Make sure you are uping your
protections before/during/and after ritual.
My favorite protection method is mirrors. Imagine layers of mirrors around you, I like
to do either 33 or 64 layers, and imagine that these mirrors are multi faceted to deflect
any energies of ill-will or harm. Imagine that the mirrors are invoked with platinum
fire as well as 2 swords crossing one another (like the 2 of swords in tarot). Imagine
that the mirrors are embedded with thorns of silver, gold, and platinum.
o “I denounce and deflect any energies of psychic attack, harm, or ill-will and ask
it to be transmuted or re-routed and taken to where it can be for the purpose of
healing and transmutation”

Clearing + protection bath:
Salt
Rosemary
Lemon slices
Optional: Florida water
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•

You can write a protection and clearing spell and burn the spell and mix the ashes into
the salt.
Here is a simple clearing and protection spell:
o I clear and denounce any projection energy from any other being, system, or
sentience that is not in resonance with my sovereignty. I ask it to be taken to
where it can be to be transmuted and transformed. I call on protection and
shielding from my spirits, allies, and ancestors. May I be 3 steps ahead of any
energy of harm, and may those energies of harm take three wrong turns at
every step I advance. May those energies expose themselves contained in their
own demise. I divert any eyes or spy devices in or around my energetic field as
ask them to be wrapped in gold and taken elsewhere, to the appropriate realm.
I claim sovereignty, truth, and protection.
Burn the spell and mix the ash into the salt, you can also burn a white or black small
candle into the salt to bless and charge it.
Open the water of the bath by cutting the four directions/elements and praying over
the water. Ask it to receive your spell and prayers. You can also circle into the water 3
times counter clockwise ‘everything that has been’ and 3 times clockwise ‘everything
that will be’.
Pour the ingredients into the bath and soak for as long as you feel called.
I would anoint yourself with any protection oils post bath.
Moving forward: Make a commitment to yourself and your altar. Make a list of your
commitments to collective work and liberation. Call upon the ancestral lineage of all
witches past and future.
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